**Call for Papers**

**Special Section on Recent Progress in Molecular and Organic Devices**

The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers (IEICE) Transactions on Electronics announces a forthcoming special section on “Recent Progress in Molecular and Organic Devices” to be published in February 2011. Organic molecules are getting recognized as important materials for the electronics. They are an insulator, a semiconductor, a conductor, a superconductor, and a magnetic material. The researches are also distributing to various applications like as memories, displays, optical elements, actuators, and so on. Therefore, the special section was proposed to summarize the studies and bring up new buds on the study to progress in this 21st Century. The section will be composed with review papers and original papers. Here we call for original papers. The special section is scheduled to publish in February, 2011, by gathering the presented papers, which will be presented at the 6th International Symposium on Organic Molecular Electronics (ISOME2010), scheduled on June 10-11, 2010 at Chiba. Related information for this symposium will be gotten on the Web Site (http://www.ieice.or.jp/es/ome/ISOME/).

1. **Scope**

Topics of interest include, but are not limited to:

- fundamental and applied researches on organic materials
- electrical and optical properties
- optically nonlinear properties
- interface properties
- optical electronics
- bio-electronics
- thin film fabrication
- device fabrication process
- organic EL and LCD devices
- organic transistors
- organic solar cells
- sensing devices
- materials for batteries

2. **Submission Instructions**

The deadline for submission: **June 15, 2010**. Types of manuscripts for this Special Section are only PAPER and BRIEF PAPER. The length of a PAPER should not exceed 8 pages, and of a BRIEF PAPER should not exceed 4 pages.

Manuscript should be prepared according to the style guidelines in the Information for Authors. The latest version of it is available at the following web site: [http://www.ieice.org/eng/shiori/mokuji_es.html](http://www.ieice.org/eng/shiori/mokuji_es.html).

This special section will accept only manuscripts by electronic submission. Prospective authors are requested to follow carefully the submission process described below.

1. Submit a paper using the IEICE Web site [https://review.ieice.org/regist_e.aspx](https://review.ieice.org/regist_e.aspx). Authors should choose the [Special-EC] Recent Progress in Molecular and Organic Devices as a "Type of Issue (Section)/Category of Transactions" on the online screen. Do not choose [Regular-EC].
2. Send "Copyright Transfer and Page Charge Agreement" and "Confirmation Sheet of Manuscript Registration" to Dr. Takaaki Manaka

Dr. Takaaki Manaka  
Department of Physical Electronics, Graduate School of Engineering,  
Tokyo Institute of Technology  
2-12-1-S3-33, O-okayama, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 152-8552, Japan  
Phone/Fax: +81-3-5734-2191, E-mail: manaka@ome.pe.titech.ac.jp

by postal mail, FAX or E-mail. Please do not forget to send "Copyright Transfer and Page Charge Agreement", "Confirmation Sheet of Manuscript Registration". We cannot start the review process without them, even if we receive the manuscript.

3. **Special Section Editorial Committee**

Guest Editor: Kazuhiro Kudo (Chiba Univ.), Tohru Maruno (NTT)  
Secretary: Keizo Kato (Niigata Univ.), Hiroaki Usui(TUAT), Takaaki Manaka (Tokyo Inst. of Tech.)  
Members: Kyouji Komatsu (Sendai Tech.), Jiro Nakamura (NTT), Takeshi Sano (Sanyo), Akira Baba (Niigata Univ.), Kazuya Tada (Univ. of Hyogo), Takao Someya (Univ. of Tokyo), Masahiro Tawada (Meijo Univ.), Hidekazu Nagamatsu (Kyushu Inst. Tech.), Yuki Hasegawa(Saitama Univ.), Yutaka Majima (Tokyo Inst. of Tech.), Yoko Matsuzawa (AIST), Naoki Matsuda (AIST), Ryunosuke Matsui (Mie Univ.), Satoshi Mikoshiba (TOSHIBA)

* Please note that if accepted, all authors, including authors of invited paper, are requested to pay for the page charges covering partial cost of publications. Authors will receive 50 copies of reprints.  
* At least one of the authors must be an IEICE member when the manuscript is submitted for review. Invited papers are an exception. We recommend that authors unaffiliated with IEICE apply for membership. For membership applications, please visit the web-page, [http://www.ieice.org/eng/member/OM-appli.html](http://www.ieice.org/eng/member/OM-appli.html).